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Introduction

Welcome to the High Elm Archers Beginners’ Course.

Our beginners’ course is an introduction to archery for people who are interested in taking up 
archery as a sport.

This booklet accompanies the beginners’ course and is intended to supplement the information 
provided by the instructors. It provides brief descriptions of the various types of archery, bow styles
and archery equipment, target archery rounds and scoring and the organisations that govern 
archery. 

Also included are: a glossary of archery terminology, links to archery organisation websites and 
documents about tuning bows.  
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1 Range Safety

Before starting archery, it is important to understand the layout of the archery range, where to 
shoot, the safety zones and the signals that are used to control shooting and access to the range. 

The Field Captain, sometimes referred to as the Line Captain, is in charge of the archery range 
and is the first person to approach with any questions or concerns about the shooting session. 

The Archery range is laid out as per the
diagram opposite. Each line marked on the
ground has a specific meaning.

Waiting Line
The first of these is called the waiting line,
behind which all archers must wait until the
signal to shoot has been sounded. Archers
who have finished shooting should retire to
behind the waiting line.

Shooting Line
The second is the shooting line. There is only
one shooting line in target archery and all
archers shoot standing astride this line even if
they are shooting at different distances.

The shooting line is sub divided into lanes;
targets are positioned in the centre of each
lane.

Distance Markers
Additional lines or marks are used to indicate
where to position the targets and are
measured in yards and / or metres.

Tent Line
For competitions the addition of a tent line
indicates where competitors’ equipment should
be kept.

All shooting is in one direction only and archers
aim continuously toward their target when
drawing their bow.  
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Shooting is always under the control of the Field Captain who will signal when it is safe to shoot by
signalling with a whistle as follows:

Signal Meaning

one (1) blast on the whistle archers may step up to the shooting line and shoot

two (2) blasts on the whistle stop shooting, change details – sometimes used at tournaments

three (3) blasts on the whistle stop shooting, archers may retrieve their arrows

a call of “FAST” from anyone all archers must cease shooting immediately, lower their bow and 
return all arrows to their quiver. Shooting will cease until an “ALL 
CLEAR” is called or the line captain sounds one (1) blast on the 
whistle.

Do’s and Don’ts
 When waiting to shoot, always wait behind the “waiting line” and listen for signals from the line 

captain.
 Wear suitable clothing including shoes which cover the entire foot.
 Before shooting always warm up, stretch your neck, shoulders, and back muscles.
 Use an arm guard and finger tab or a mechanical release if shooting a compound bow.
 Avoid "over-drawing" the bow.
 Rotate the bow arm so that your elbow points down.
 Wait for the “stop shooting” signal before retrieving your arrows.
 Loaded bows should ALWAYS be pointed down the range.
 Arrows should not be strung when anyone is in front of the shooting line.
 Never draw, aim, or shoot your bow unless you are sure that the range is clear.
 Do not run on the range.
 When collecting arrows from a target, 

o do not walk straight up to the target, always stay to the side
o watch for arrows on the ground in front of the target
o stand well back from the target while each person pulls their arrows
o When you’re pulling arrows from a target, check that there is no one directly behind you.

 Never "dry fire" a bow (shoot it without an arrow).
 Do not shoot any arrows that are damaged. 

What to Wear
Wear clothing which is comfortable and allows you to move easily but is not loose or baggy - loose
or baggy sleeves and shirts will catch the bow string. 

Wear comfortable footwear that fully encloses the foot (no open-toed sandals).

Remove any jewellery (e.g. watches, bracelets and earrings) that may also catch the bow string.
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2 Warm Up, Stretching and Cool Down Exercises

Many people consider Archery to be a relatively 'easy' sport that does not require a great deal of 
physical exertion, so why exercise in preparation for Archery? 

While this may be true to an extent, the arms, shoulders and back muscles used for drawing the 
bow will still be stressed to a large degree and the motion involved in drawing a bow is often very 
different to the everyday motions these muscle groups are used to.

Also consider the distance that will be covered walking back and forth to the target to collect 
arrows, for example an archer shooting a York round will cover a distance just short of 2 ½ miles 
just collecting their arrows.

Note: The exercises described below are provided as examples and may not be appropriate for everyone.
If you have any doubts you should consult your physician before undertaking any strenuous exercise.

Warming up

Warming up is essential preparation for physical exercise. The purpose of warming up is to:
 Increase blood flow to the muscles.
 Prepare the joints required to move through the range of motion required for shooting.
 Raise the body’s temperature.
 Prevent injury.

Simple warm up exercises could include a brisk walk while swinging the arms.

Neck
Slowly roll the head from side to side, do not roll the neck backwards.

Arms
Start with the arms at shoulder height and the arms held out in front. Pull the arms back to the 
shoulders and then push forwards (repeat 10 times).

Stand straight with the arms held out to the sides. Rotate the arms forwards slowly and gradually 
make the rotations bigger until you are making a large circle (about 10 rotations).  Stop, with the 
arms pointing straight up in the air. Then rotate the arms backwards, gradually making the 
rotations smaller.  Keep the rotations slow and controlled.

Hips
Place your hands on your hips, and rotate your hips in a circular motion, as if you were hula-
hooping. Start rotating to the right, then change direction and rotate to the left (about 5 rotations 
each).
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Stretching Exercises

Note: Take care to ensure that the muscle groups are stretched slowly, moving into positions under control
without forcing restricted movement or bouncing to increase the range possible. Each stretch should be held
for 5 to 10 seconds.

Neck 
Turn the head to look over the right shoulder and hold.  Then turn to look over the left shoulder 
and hold (repeat).

Stand looking forward, then lean the head over as though putting the right ear on the right 
shoulder, then bring the head up, and still looking forward, lean the head over as though putting 
the left ear on the left shoulder.

Arms, Sides, Back and Triceps
With the right arm, reach down the back and hold the right elbow with the left hand. Change arms 
and repeat.

Sides
With the right hand on the right hip and the left hand in the air, reach to the right with the left hand. 
Change arms and repeat.

Shoulders and Chest 
Link fingers and stand with hands on head, push the elbows back and push the shoulder blades 
together.

Cross the right arm across the chest and grab the left shoulder, cross the left arm across the chest
and grab the right shoulder. Push the elbows forward to pull the shoulder blades apart.

Shoulder Stretches
Start with the arms straight out in front of you. Place the right hand on the back of the left hand, 
then slowly raise the arms above the head. Breathing in, stretch the arms upwards and slightly 
back and hold. Slowly return the hands to the starting position.  Swap the hands over (left hand 
onto the back of the right hand) and repeat.

Bring the right arm across the chest and push the elbow with the left hand towards the left 
shoulder and hold. Change the arms over (left hand onto the back of the right hand) and repeat

Back Stretches
Bend the knees slightly, turn the upper body and reach to the right with both arms at shoulder 
height, return to the front then turn and reach to the left.
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Cooling-Down

Cooling down is important after any physical activity, and aims to:
 Clear away waste products from muscles 
 Develop and maintain flexibility
 Reduce the risk of injury
 Slow the heart rate.

The stretching exercises described above can be used as part of a cool down routine.

 For more information on warming up and cooling down exercises see the NHS Live Well website: 

http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/how-to-warm-up.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/fitness/Pages/how-to-stretch.aspx
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3 Types of Archery

Target

Target Archery is probably the commonest form of archery, with
archers shooting from a line that runs parallel to the target faces,
which are positioned at designated distances from the shooting line.
The targets consist of multi-coloured concentric circles which each
have point values, with the innermost scoring the highest and the
outer circle the lowest. The points value of each band is dependant
on the round being shot. Bow types shoot in different divisions,
competing against other archers with the same bow type. The
target archery seen at events such as the Olympic Games is for
recurve bows only, hence the recurve bow is sometimes referred to
as the Olympic bow.

Clout

Clout archery is a test of trajectory skill which most archers take part in only for fun. In clout 
archery, archers shoot at a target which is a flag or marker (the clout), located at the centre of five 
concentric circular scoring zones on the ground (15 metres in diameter). The innermost circle is 
worth five points, and scores decrease to one point in the outermost circle. For imperial clout 
competitions the clout is positioned at a distance of 180 yards for gentlemen and 140 yards for 
ladies, whilst in the metric competitions the distances are 165 metres for gentlemen and 125 
metres for ladies, unless the competitors are shooting compound bows, in which case distances 
rise to 185 metres for gentlemen and 165 metres for ladies (shorter distances are used for 
juniors).

Field

Field Archery involves a cross country course which the archer has to cover, shooting at various 
targets as he or she progresses along the course. A field archery course is set up with a mix of 
targets of differing sizes and where the distance to the target is unmarked. The targets are placed 
so that the shots do not resemble target archery, with some of them requiring archers to shoot up 
or downhill. The target may even include obstacles. Other forms of field archery also exist, such as
3D archery, which is similar to Field archery except that the targets are life sized three dimensional
models of animals.

Flight

Flight archery is a specialised form of archery, the aim of which is to shoot the furthest distance – 
a large amount of open land is therefore required. As with other forms of archery, there are 
different divisions for each bow type. However the longest distances are achieved by archers in 
the unclassified divisions using bows designed specifically for flight archery; such bows are 
designed to fire the arrow as far as possible and are not generally designed to withstand the 
rigours of everyday target and field archery. The current world record for a flight bow, in the 
unlimited class, is 1222.01 metres, compared with the distance of 523.87 metres achieved with a 
50 lb target recurve bow. 
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4 Archery Equipment Part One: Bows and Arrows

The Recurve or Olympic Bow

This is the only type of bow currently allowed in Olympic competitions and is often referred to as 
an Olympic bow. The bow gets its name from the shape of the limbs which curve away from the 
archer at the ends. The basic design has remained relatively unchanged for thousands of years 
and examples of recurve bows can be found throughout antiquity, differing only in the materials 
used to make them. 

The limbs of the recurve bow
store the energy created when
drawing the bow. As the recurve
stores and delivers more energy
than a straight limbed bow,
recurve bows could be
constructed that were much
smaller than the straight limbed
equivalents, meaning that they
were often preferred by archers
in environments where long
weapons could be cumbersome,
such as in forests or on
horseback.

Today recurve bows are available
in a number of variants;  modern
bows generally have a riser
(handle) made from metal such
as aluminium alloys machined to
be lightweight and strong, with
detachable limbs constructed of
man made materials such as
fibreglass, carbon fibre and foam.

Wooden risers are also available
although these are more
frequently used as training bows.
The detachable limbs allow the
bow to be dismantled, when not
in use, for easy transportation and
storage, which leads to them often being referred to as a "take-down" bow. This adaptation also 
allows a modern recurve bow to be “upgraded” rather than an archer having to replace their entire 
bow should they wish to increase the bow weight or if a limb is damaged.

The recurve bow is also available in a traditional one piece wooden bow. 
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Today’s recurve bows have many additional components to assist the archer such as stabiliser 
systems, as can be seen in this diagram, but the central core of the bow remains the same as the 
traditional recurve bow. 

The Compound Bow

The compound bow was first developed in 1966 by Holless Wilbur Allen in Missouri; a US patent 
was granted in 1969. Originally developed as a hunting bow, it has now been widely adopted by 
target archers. The limbs of a compound bow are much stiffer than those of a recurve bow or 
longbow which makes the compound bow more energy-efficient. Cables and pulleys are used to 
bend the limbs, rather than the archer’s strength. The compound bow is not affected by changes in
temperature and humidity in the same way as recurve and traditional bows, which gives it superior
accuracy, velocity, and distance compared to other bow types.
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Compound bows are 
normally equipped with 
additional telescopic 
sights and levels which 
are not allowed for 
Olympic target archery. 
Although the compound 
bow can be shot using 
the fingers, a release aid
is more often used. This 
device is a mechanical 
"finger" that grips the 
string and uses a trigger 
release mechanism.

The compound bow, 
unlike the recurve bow, 
is never dismantled 
between uses as this 
requires the use of a 
specialist bow press due 
to the great tension that 
is pre-set into the limbs. 
The cams located at the 
end of the limbs are 
synchronised when the 
bow is assembled, and 
are held in place by the 
tension. The compound 
bow can also be fitted 
with additional stabiliser 
systems. 

The diagram above shows a compound bow with the various parts identified.
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Traditional Bows

This category of bow encompasses a number of bow types that shoot wooden
arrows, such as American flat bows, horse bows and recurve bare bows
(recurve bows without sights or stabilisers) but probably the best known is the
longbow, which is renowned for its use in the 1300’s by the English against the
French at battles such as Crécy and Agincourt. Compared to the modern
recurve and compound bows, the longbow is a very basic piece of equipment
but it was a highly effective weapon in its day. 

Traditionally the longbow was shaped from one piece of timber, preferably yew,
but other woods, for example ash, were also used. The longbow was between
6 and 7 feet in length and is commonly believed to have had draw weights of
up to 180lbs.  Such bows shot arrows that were typically around 3 feet long
with an iron “bodkin” tip designed to penetrate the armour of the day, although
other specialist points were also used. The longbow was one of the most
effective ranged weapons of its day in the hands of an experienced archer. It is
believed that longbow men could shoot up to 12 arrows a minute, however, use
of the bow required a lot of practice on the part of the archer.

Modern longbows are generally made of laminated woods with limb nocks
made from antler, but are still carved, often by hand, with the grip being made
of leather bound around the bow. 

Traditional longbows, made from a single piece of timber, are still available.
Such bows are normally hand made to order.  
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Arrows

The basic design of the modern arrow is little changed from its traditional counterpart. It consists of
a shaft with a point at one end and fletching or vanes at the other to stabilise the arrow’s flight, 
with a nock (a notch) in the opposite end from the point, to locate it on the bowstring. Only the 
materials used have changed.

Arrows used in recurve bow events can travel in excess of 150 miles per hour, while compound 
arrows can travel in excess of 225 miles per hour. So the shafts of modern arrows are made of 
hardwearing materials such as aluminium or aluminium / carbon fibre. Aluminium arrows are more 
uniform in weight and shape, while carbon arrows fly faster and provide less cross-wind resistance
and are therefore more useful in long-distance outdoor archery. 

Modern target arrows used with recurve and compound bows are weighted and piled (tipped) with 
a target bullet point, designed to penetrate the target butt. The traditional notch in the end of the 
arrow shaft has been replaced by a plastic cap with fingers that grip the string until loosed and the 
feather fletching has been replaced by plastic vanes which are available in a variety of shapes, 
lengths and colours. In traditional archery, wooden arrows with feather fletchings are still used.

There are generally three fletchings or vanes, one of which (the index or cock feather) has a 
different colour than the other two (hen feathers). The cock feather is used to indicate the correct 
alignment of the arrow when it is nocked onto the bowstring. 

Traditional fletchings are made
from feathers and are still used in
traditional forms of archery.
Archers today generally use
plastic vanes on arrows made
from modern materials, such as
aluminium and carbon. The vanes
may be aligned with the arrow
shaft or set in a helical fashion to
make the arrow spin in flight.
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5 Archery Equipment Part Two: Additional Equipment

Arrow Rests

An arrow rest is a device attached to the riser which supports the arrow in a “centre shot” position 
without impeding the arrow’s flight once it has been loosed. 

Recurve Rests
Recurve bow arrow rests are normally used in conjunction with a pressure button / plunger (see 
below). The arm of the rest supports the weight of the arrow, which also rests against the pressure
button. There are three main types of arrow rest for the recurve archer:

 The basic rest is made from moulded plastic with an arm which has a “hook” at the end to 
hold the arrow in place. This rest bends out of the way when it comes into contact with the 
fletching. 

 The flip rest - this rest is made with a mount and a thin metal arm which is spring-loaded, so 
that the rest resets itself for the next shot.

 The magnetic rest - similar to the flip rest in its construction, but using magnets to control the
movement of the arm.

Recurve rests are available in both stick-on and bolt on / wrap around varieties.

Compound Rests
The arrow rests used on compound bows are very different from the rests used on recurve bows 
in that they support the arrow from below, although some provide all round support, rather than 
from the side and below as in recurve bows. The problem of the arrow flexing sideways when the 
string rolls off an archer’s fingers (the archer’s paradox) does not exist on compound bows, which 
use a release aid. The majority of compound rests are designed to be used in conjunction with a 
release aid.

Traditional Bow Rests
Traditional bows are designed to shoot wooden arrows which are shot directly from the bow shelf. 
The bow shelf is frequently fitted with a hair rest or shelf plate which supports the arrow and 
reduces the wear on the bow.

Pressure Button or Plunger

The pressure button, or plunger, is a tuning
device which consists of an adjustable spring-
loaded plunger mounted inside a threaded metal
tube which in turn is threaded into the riser and
supports the side of the arrow when it is sitting on
the rest. The pressure button can be adjusted to
allow the “centre shot” to be finely tuned. The
spring allows a certain amount of movement of
the arrow towards the riser on release, allowing
the arrow to the find the correct "centre shot" and
compensating for the arrow's flex as the arrow rolls off the archer’s fingers (the archer's paradox).
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Bowstrings

The bow string, as the name suggests, is the string or cord attached to
the bow limb tips that creates the tension in the limbs required to make
the bow project the arrow forwards. Bow strings differ depending on the
type of bow used. 

In recurve archery, the bow string is usually made from a single strand of
material threaded under tension on a string jig, formed into a loop and
tied at each end, with a serving material to form loops. The top loop is
larger than the bottom loop to enable it to fit over the limb tip and slide
down the bow limb before stringing the bow. The area of the string near
the centre has additional thread wrapped around it; this is known as the
centre serving. This is where the nock is positioned and the archer’s
fingers are placed before drawing the bow.

Traditional bow strings, for example 
those designed to be used on 
longbows, normally have woven end 
loops – woven using a Flemish weave.
Longbow strings have smaller end 
loops than other types of bow string as
the cross-section of a longbow limb is 
smaller than that of a recurve bow. 

Due to the high tension created by the compression of the bow limbs, a compound bows string, 
which is normally referred to as a cable, is not generally removed from the bow unless it is being 
removed to be replaced or so that maintenance can be performed, as this requires the use of a 
specialist bow press.
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Sights

Sights are used by both recurve and compound archers to aid
accuracy. The basic sight is a point mounted between the bow
and the target which is used to align the bow with the target. It
can be adjusted vertically and horizontally, and will normally
include a scale so that the archer can record his or her sight
marks.

Compound target sights are generally heavier than recurve
target sights, with bigger threads and components to enable
them to withstand the additional shock and vibrations generated
by the more powerful compound bows. They normally
incorporate a levelling device and a magnifying scope. They are
also frequently used with a Peep sight which is mounted on the
bow string. The use of a rear peep sight ensures a precise,
repeatable line through the string, front sight and target.

Recurve sights are generally lighter than the compound sights
and do not include any additional features such as levels or
scopes - these are not allowed in recurve competition archery. 

The recurve sight does include a sight pin which provides a point that can be aligned with the 
target. The sight pin may be an open ring or it may include a crosshair the choice is the archer’s 
personal preference.

Traditional bows, such as the longbow, do not have any form of sight attached to the bow or string.

 

Stabilisers

Most archers will start with a basic stabiliser in the form of a long rod which provides a counter 
balance for the weight of the
bow. Additional stabilisers may
be added later such as a V-bar,
extender and short rods.

    
Stabilisers are used for three
purposes:
 To provide a balanced,

smooth feeling bow.
 To increase the moment of

inertia and reduce the
affects of torque on the
arrow flight.

 To reduce vibration during
and after the shot.
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Damper

A damper is a device to absorb and lesson the impacts of vibration when the bow is shot.  A 
damper is a rubber insert attached to the long or short rods between the rod and the end weight.

Bracer (Armguard)

Bracers or arm guards are protective guards made from reinforced leather or plastic, worn on the 
inside of the archer’s bow arm. They are worn to protect the arm from abrasions caused by the 
bowstring as it moves forward after the release. In an ideal setup the bowstring should never hit 
the archer’s arm, as this contact causes deflection of the string’s path that will affect the arrow’s 
flight. 

Finger Tabs and Shooting Gloves

Finger tabs and shooting gloves are used to protect
the fingers from abrasions and friction as they
release the bowstring and also to provide a smooth
surface for the bowstring to slide across. 

Most finger tabs are made from leather, the basic
finger tab being a piece of leather that fits over the
fingers of the drawing hand.  

 

Advanced finger tabs typically incorporate
additional layers of backing material for extra 
protection and additional features such as platforms
to aid the archer in achieving a consistent anchor 
point as well as attachments to keep the fingers 
apart. 

Some archers prefer to use a shooting glove rather than a finger tab; a shooting glove, as the 
name suggests, is a glove that fits over the fingers that hold the bowstring. Many traditional 
archers prefer a shooting glove.
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Quivers

Quivers are available in a variety of materials and
colours, but all have the same purpose, which is to
hold and carry the arrows when not in use. Most
archers will use a quiver which hangs from a belt and
they may have additional pockets for the storage of
other items such as finger tabs, slings, scorebook, pen
etc. Traditional quivers are generally made of leather
and are also available to be worn on the back “Robin
Hood”-style.

Ground quivers are steel rods that are spiked into the ground; their design 
incorporates loops on the top to stand the arrows in as well as hooks which 
act as a bow stand

Slings

A sling is an adjustable strap used to prevent the bow falling out of the archer’s hand, allowing the 
archer to maintain a relaxed bow hand while shooting and reduce torque being transferred to the 
riser from the hand grip. There are several forms of sling available:

 The bow sling is attached to the bow, usually just below the grip, and fits loosely over the 
hand. After the arrow has been released, the strap will press on the top of the hand and the 
bow will be supported by the strap. 

 The wrist sling operates in a similar way, but is attached to the wrist and looped around the 
bow.

 The simplest and probably most common sling in use is the finger sling, which can be a 
strap of leather or a length of string with a loop at each end. It is worn between the index or 
middle finger and thumb with the bow loosely held in the hand. 
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Chest Guard

The chest guard is used to stop loose clothing from interfering with the bowstring. Chest guards 
can be particularly useful when wearing clothing for colder or wet weather. They can be made from
nylon, soft leather or plastic open mesh material and are held around the chest with elasticated 
straps.

Bow Stand

A bow stand is, as the name suggests, a stand to rest the bow in
when not shooting. The picture opposite shows a simple bow
stand used by many recurve archers. Other more sophisticated
stands are also available.  

Compound archers use a device which attaches directly to the bow so 
that it will stand up, and traditional archers often use a pole with an 
antler to rest the bow on when not in use.

Clicker

The “clicker” is a simple device to aid consistency in draw length. It is usually in the form of a strip 
of spring steel attached to the riser. The arrow is placed under the clicker so that when the archer 
reaches full draw the arrow point will be pulled from under the clicker, which will then snap back 
and make an audible ‘click’ against the riser. 

Stringer

A bow stringer is a simple device to help the archer safely string his
or her bow. In its simplest form it is a length of string with a pocket on
one end and a saddle at the other. In use the saddle fits over the
upper limb and the pocket fits over the lower limb tip. Pressure is
then applied by looping the string under the foot and lifting the bow
so as to flex the limbs and allow the string to be fitted over the limb
nocks.

Arrow Puller
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An arrow puller is a device to assist an archer to get a better grip on arrows when removing them 
from the target boss. It is an essential item of equipment for any archer using carbon fibre or 
carbon/alloy arrows as it reduces the possibility of the archer getting carbon splinters from a 
damaged arrow.
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6 How to use a bow stringer

The following describes how to use a “saddle and pocket” style bow stringer to string and unstring 
a recurve bow.

To string the bow
 
1. Slide the upper bowstring loop (this is the larger of two loops) over the upper limb of the bow 

and slide it down the limb.

2. Place the smaller lower loop over the lower limb and locate it in the string nock. 

3. Check the position of the lower loop and make sure that it is located in the limb string groove. 
Then place the pocket of the stringer over the lower limb tip.

4. Loop the saddle of the stringer over the upper limb and position it just below the bowstring. 

5. With one hand, hold the bow by the riser grip horizontally, with the bow string towards the 
ground so that the cord of the stringer is touching the ground then stand on the cord with both 
feet.

6. Lift the bow so that any slack in the stringer is taken up. Using the free hand, slide the upper 
bowstring loop towards the limb tip to take up any slack.

7. Lift the bow so that the limbs bend down and at the same
time slide the bowstring up the limb until it fits into the string
nock.

8. Check that the bowstring is seated correctly in the limb nock.

9. Gently lower the bow to release any tension in the bow
stringer and take the feet off the cord.

10. Check that the bowstring is located in the upper limb nock and in the string groove.

11. Remove the stringer pocket from the lower limb and check that the lower bowstring loop is 
located correctly on the limb nock and the string groove. 

12. Check the bracing height and fit any other accessories. If the bracing height is incorrect or the 
bowstring is not located correctly, unstring the bow and start again.
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To unstring the bow

1. Place the pocket of the bow stringer over the lower limb tip and the saddle over the upper 
limb

2. With one hand, hold the bow by the riser grip, horizontally, with the string towards the 
ground.

3. Using the free hand, slide the saddle up the limb towards the tip.

4. Stand on the cord with both feet and gently lift the riser to bend the limbs down towards the
ground.

5. With the free hand, slide the upper bowstring loop off the nock and allow it to slide down 
the limb.

6. Gently lower the riser to release the tension in the limbs.

7. Step off the stringer cord.

8. You can now safely remove the stringer and the bowstring.
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7 Target Archery Rounds, Scoring, Handicaps and 
Classifications 

Target Archery Rounds

Archery rounds provide a standard method for archers to compare their scores and compete 
against each other by shooting a set number of arrows at one or more predetermined distances, 
depending on the round. There are two main types of rounds - imperial and metric; Imperial 
rounds, which are also known as English or GNAS rounds, are shot over distances measured in 
yards, whilst the metric rounds, also known as FITA rounds, are shot over distances measured in 
metres.  Most rounds are shot over several distances, for example, the imperial York round is shot 
over 3 distances of 100, 80 and 60 yards, the longest distance being shot first.

Imperial rounds use one of the four main target face sizes, with diameters of 122cm, 80cm, 60cm 
and 40cm. The GNAS Metric and many of the outdoor FITA rounds require archers to shoot at two 
different target faces (122cm and 80cm). Indoor rounds generally use either a 60 cm or 40cm 
face; however, there are some special targets which are used for specific rounds.

Each round is divided into ends in which the archer will shoot either 6 or 3 arrows depending on 
the round. Normally outdoor rounds will shoot ends of 6 arrows and indoor rounds shoot ends of 3 
arrows. For example, the imperial Warwick (outdoor) round requires archers to shoot a total of 4 
dozen arrows (8 ends of 6 arrows each); 2 dozen arrows (4 ends) at a target set at 60 yards and 2
dozen arrows (4 ends) at a target set at 50 yards.

Archers will often compete in rounds based on their class e.g. Gentlemen, Ladies, Junior boys and
girls and by bow division (recurve, compound or longbow).  For the Juniors there are also age 
groups - under 18, 16, 14, 12 and 10.

A full list of rounds can be found later in this chapter.

Scoring

Scoring in archery differs
depending on whether the archer
is shooting an imperial or metric
round and if it is an outdoor or
indoor round. The standard target
faces are marked to
accommodate these differences,
as described below.

Imperial rounds use a five zone
scoring scheme where each
coloured zone of the target face is
assigned a value, as follows:

gold =  9 points,   red = 7,  blue = 5,  black = 3  and white = 1.
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Metric rounds use a ten zone scoring scheme where each coloured zone of the target face is sub 
divided into 2 zones that are assigned values as follows:

inner gold = 10 points, outer gold = 9, 
inner red = 8, outer red = 7, 
inner blue = 6, outer blue = 5,
inner black = 4, outer black = 3, 
inner white = 2, outer white = 1. 

The target face includes another smaller ring within the inner gold ring which also scores 10 but is 
recorded as an 'X'. This is also known as a compound 10.

If an arrow hit is touching the line between two scoring zones then the higher zone score value is 
recorded.

Example Score Sheet completed for an imperial Warwick outdoor round

Archery Score Sheet 

  Name: A.N. Archer Date: 3rd August 2014

  Round: Warwick
 ½  Doz  ½  Doz Doz Hits Golds Tens Total

9 7 7 7 5 3 38 7 7 7 5 5 5 36 74 12 1 - 74
9 7 7 7 3 3 36 9 7 7 7 5 5 40 76 12 2 - 150

Distance #1 Totals: 24 3 - 224
9 9 9 7 7 5 46 9 9 7 5 5 3 38 84 12 5 - 84
9 9 5 5 5 3 36 9 9 9 7 5 1 40 76 12 5 - 160

Distance #2 Totals: 24 10 - 244
Grand Totals: 48 13 - 468

Scores are recorded in descending order of value.

Handicaps 

Handicaps enable archers to compete with archers of different abilities. A handicap equalises 
archers based on how well they perform compared to their best performance. It also allows 
individual archers to gauge how they have performed over the course of the season.

 
Each score an archer achieves in any round will have a handicap value assigned to it, ranging 
between 0 and 100. These values are maintained by the governing body GNAS and the 
handicapping scheme allows different rounds to be compared. 

The handicap system involves three stages:
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1. Gain an initial handicap - to gain an initial handicap an archer must shoot three complete 
rounds. The handicap rating of each score is recorded and the average is taken to give the
initial handicap.

2. Handicap reduction – handicap reduction is a continuous process with an archer’s 
handicap being reduced every time a round is shot which achieves a better score than the 
archer’s current handicap. 

3. Annual reassessment of handicaps – at the beginning of each season all archers’ 
handicaps are reassessed. The average of the best three handicaps achieved over the 
previous season is calculated and this is then carried over, as the starting handicap, to the 
new season. 

Handicap shoots - many clubs, counties and regions organise handicap competitions that allow 
novice and experienced archers to compete on an equal level. In a handicap shoot each score will
have an allowance added to it according to the archer’s handicap - this provides a handicap 
adjusted score. 

Classifications

To gain a classification, an archer must shoot at least three rounds and achieve a qualifying score 
in each round. There are separate indoor and outdoor classifications for each bow style. 
Classifications take into account an archer’s age group, gender and bow style and provide a good 
indication of an archer's ability.

Adult (Senior) 
Classifications

Junior Classifications

Unclassified Unclassified

3rd Class 3rd Class

2nd Class 2nd Class

1st Class 1st Class

Bowman Junior Bowman

Master Bowman Junior Master Bowman

Grand Master Bowmen

Outdoor Classifications

Classifications up to the level of Bowman or Junior Bowman can be achieved at club level. To 
progress to Master Bowman level and beyond, 3 scores must be obtained whilst shooting at 
Record Status Tournaments and submitted to Archery GB (GNAS) to claim the classification.

The outdoor classifications are widely recognised by other archers, unlike the indoor 
classifications which use a grading system A to H (A being the highest). The scores required to 
achieve a classification are governed by GNAS who produce classification tables which state what
score must be obtained for a given round to qualify for a given classification. 

For more information see the Archery GB Rules of Shooting and Shooting Administration 
Procedures available at the Archery GB website: http://www.archerygb.org
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Archery Rounds

GNAS Imperial Outdoor Rounds
The following table lists all the imperial outdoors rounds that are available to shoot outdoors, 
together with the distances and the number of arrows (in dozens) that must be shot for each 
round. All Imperial outdoor rounds are shot at a 122cm face using the 5 zone scoring system as 
described above.

Round Yards
Max

Score

100 80 60 50 40 30 20 10

York 6 4 2 1296

Hereford/Bristol I 6 4 2 1296

Bristol II 6 4 2 1296

Bristol III 6 4 2 1296

Bristol IV 6 4 2 1296

Bristol V 6 4 2 1296

St.George 3 3 3 972

Albion 3 3 3 972

Windsor 3 3 3 972

Short Windsor 3 3 3 972

Junior Windsor 3 3 3 972

Short Junior Windsor 3 3 3 972

New Western 4 4 864

Long Western 4 4 864

Western 4 4 864

Short Western 4 4 864

Junior Western 4 4 864

Short Junior Western 4 4 864

American 2½ 2½ 2½ 810

St. Nicholas 4 3 756

New National 4 2 648

Long National 4 2 648

National 4 2 648

Short National 4 2 648

Junior National 4 2 648

Short Junior National 4 2 648

New Warwick 2 2 432

Long Warwick 2 2 432

Warwick 2 2 432

Short Warwick 2 2 432

Junior Warwick 2 2 432

Short Junior Warwick 2 2 432
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GNAS Metric and FITA Outdoor Rounds
The following table lists all the GNAS metric and FITA outdoors rounds that are available to shoot 
outdoors, together with the distances and the number of arrows (in dozens) that must be shot for 
each round. Metric outdoor rounds are shot at different face sizes (122cm and 80cm) using 10 
zone scoring as described above.

Round

122cm Face 80cm Face
Max

Score
Metres Metres

90 70 60 50 40 30 20 15 50 40 30 20 15 10

FITA 
(Gentlemen)

3 3 3 3 1440

FITA (Ladies) 3 3 3 3 1440

Metric I 3 3 3 3 1440

Metric II 3 3 3 3 1440

Metric III 3 3 3 3 1440

Metric IV 3 3 3 3 1440

Metric V 3 3 3 3 1440

FITA 900 2½ 2½ 2½ 900

Long Metric
(Gents)

3 3 720

Long Metric
(Ladies)

3 3 720

Long Metric I 3 3 720

Long Metric II 3 3 720

Long Metric III 3 3 720

Long Metric IV 3 3 720

Long Metric V 3 3 720

Short Metric 3 3 720

Short Metric I 3 3 720

Short Metric II 3 3 720

Short Metric III 3 3 720

Short Metric IV 3 3 720

Short Metric V 3 3 720

Half FITA
(Gentlemen)

1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half FITA (Ladies) 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half Metric I 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half Metric II 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half Metric III 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half Metric IV 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

Half Metric V 1½ 1½ 1½ 1½ 720

FITA 70m 6 720

FITA 60m 6 720

FITA 50m 6 720

FITA Standard
Bow

3 3 720
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GNAS and FITA Indoor Rounds
The following table lists all the GNAS and FITA indoor rounds that are available to shoot, together 
with the distances, the number of arrows (in dozens) that must be shot for each round and the 
target face size. All indoor rounds are scored using the 10 zone scoring method described above, 
except those noted below.

Round
Yards Metres

Target
Max

Score25 20 30 25 18

Portsmouth 5 60 cm full size or 6 zone face 600

Bray I 2½ 40 cm 300

Bray II 2½ 60 cm 300

Worcester 5
16” Worcester target (black face with a

white centre spot) 5 zone scoring
300

Stafford 6 80 cm 720

FITA 25 5 60 cm full or triple face 600

FITA 18 5 40 cm full or triple face 600

Combined FITA 5 5 40 / 60 cm full or triple face 1200

Vegas 5 40 cm triple triangular face 600

The Worcester round is shot at two targets placed above each other. Archers shoot half their 
arrows at either the top or bottom target and change targets for the second half.

When shooting indoors, compound archers will usually shoot at triple face targets (one arrow at 
each face) as this helps to minimise damage to arrows.
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8 Setting up for Gold 

1. Stance

Step up to the shooting line with the bow arm towards the target. 

Place one foot either side of the shooting line. Feet should be
shoulder-width apart and at right angles to the line, with the body
centred over the line. Stand in the same position for each shot.

Stand straight with your shoulders level. Keep your legs and back
straight and relax.

2. Nock the arrow

Using the draw hand, take an arrow from the quiver holding it below the fletching. Place the arrow 
on the rest with the cock feather pointing away from the bow.

Position the nock below or between the nock points, ensuring the nock clicks onto the bowstring.

3. Prepare to shoot

Set the fingers of the draw hand on the string with the index finger
above the nock and the second and third fingers below the nock.
Avoid touching the nock of the arrow. The string should rest
between the first and second joint of the fingers and the back of the
hand should be relaxed and straight.

With the bow hand relaxed, the riser should be balanced between the
thumb and the index finger with the pressure of the bow being taken 
up by the pad of the thumb. 

The back of the hand should be at an
angle of approximately 45 degrees

Avoid holding the bow tightly or squeezing the bow. 
The bow sling will prevent it from falling. 
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4. Setup 

Focus on the target and keep the bow shoulder low. Raise the bow
arm to shoulder height keeping it in line with the target. The elbow of
the bow arm should be rotated away from the riser.

5. Draw

Use the shoulder and back muscles to draw the bowstring straight 
back, keeping the drawing arm elbow level. 

Do not lean into the shot or pull back at the waist.

At full draw the elbow of the drawing arm should be in line with the 
arrow.

6. Anchor

Maintain the focus on the target while positioning the drawing hand at the
anchor point (reference point). 

Use the thumb as a reference to achieve the same anchor point every
time. 

Keep the back of the draw hand flat and parallel to the string and the
elbow down and level with the arrow.
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7. Hold and Aim

Hold the shot and maintain the tension between the shoulders. Keep focusing on
the target. If the shot does not feel right, come down and take a breath, then
prepare to shoot again.

Keep the sight on the target with the string just to the right of the sight ring (or the
left if you are shooting left handed).

8. Release (Loose) the arrow

Pull (squeeze) the shoulder blades towards each other and relax the
fingers of the draw hand (do not splay the fingers wide in a sudden 
motion) and let the bowstring pull through them towards the target.

9. Follow through

Keep the bow arm up and maintain the forward tension.
As the bowstring is released, the draw hand should move
straight back and come to rest near the ear.

Keep focusing on the target.

Once the arrow has hit the target, let the bow arm come down.
Take a breath and relax before getting ready for the next shot.
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9 Archery Organisations

Archery Worldwide

The worldwide governing body for archery as a sport is World Archery (WA), formerly known as 
the Fédération Internationale de Tir à l’Arc (FITA). World Archery has over 150 member national 
associations and federations in Africa, North and South America, Asia, Europe and Oceania.  The 
head office for WA is in Lausanne, Switzerland.       

World Archery promotes and regulates archery world-wide through its member associations, in line
with the Olympic principles. 

                     

Archery in the UK

The Grand National Archery Society (GNAS), which now trades as Archery GB, is the governing 
body for the sport of archery in Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Archery GB promotes archery 
as a sport, provides membership services, organises national competitions and selects and 
manages the National (GB) team. The Headquarters of Archery GB is located at the Lilleshall 
National Sports & Conferencing Centre in Newport, Shropshire. 

Archery in the UK is organised by clubs, counties and regions. Individual clubs provide facilities for
the pursuit of archery by their members and promote archery through beginners’ courses and 
“Have a Go” events.  Many clubs also organise internal competitions for their own members and 
competitions for the wider archery community.  The counties and regions provide opportunities for 
archers to compete on both a county and regional basis and also organise regional and county 
coaching groups. The regional societies are:

 East Midlands Archery Society
 Grand Western Archery Society
 Northern Counties Archery Society
 Southern Counties Archery Society
 West Midlands Archery Society

 Northern Ireland Archery Society
 Scottish Archery Association
 Welsh Archery Association

The local region is the Northern Counties Archery Society (NCAS), which represents the counties 
of Northumberland and Durham, Cumbria, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire and the Isle of Man.  
Each county association represents the registered clubs within the county.

The Grand National Archery Society was formed in July 1861, during a meeting held at the Adelphi
Hotel in Liverpool which was attended by the various archery societies that had arisen to promote 
archery as a sport. A copy of the minutes of this meeting is available on the Archery GB website.

The English Archery Federation

The English Archery Federation (EAF) is a body set up by the five English regions within the 
Grand National Archery Society. The EAF selects and manages the England team (as opposed to 
the Great Britain team) and runs national tournaments and awards for English archers. 
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10 Buying Your First Bow

In the first instance, don’t buy any equipment. In the short term, it is better to hire equipment, if 
possible, while you make sure that archery really is for you. You may also find that within just a few
months of taking up the sport, your draw length will have changed as your technique improves and
your strength has increased. You may also find that a slightly heavier or lighter bow is more 
appropriate for you to start with.

Buying your first bow has many unknowns for the beginner and buying the wrong bow may put 
you off archery permanently, so before you buy your first bow you have some decisions to make; 

 what bow style do want to use - recurve, compound or longbow?
 what type of archery do you want to shoot - target, field etc?  
 will you shoot left or right handed?
 and most importantly, what sort of budget do you have?

The question of handedness may seem a little strange but you should bear in mind that much of 
the equipment you might buy is made specifically for left or right handed archers. You will also 
need to consider the size of the bow, the length and weight of limbs and the length and spine 
(stiffness) of the arrows.

At first glance, this may look like a complicated set of decisions and, certainly, they should not be 
taken without getting some expert advice. Club coaches and experienced archers will be able to 
provide advice on the size of the riser, weight of the limbs, arrow length, spine etc. So when you 
are ready to buy your first bow, speak to your coach first and then, if possible, go to a reputable 
specialist retailer, preferably in person, to buy your equipment. A good retailer will usually have a 
range of equipment for you to try and will check the information your coach has provided. A good 
retailer will also make sure your new bow is set up correctly and ready to shoot before you leave 
the shop. Many retailers also sell kits which contain everything you need to get you started.

Equipment can be expensive, so one option is to consider second-hand equipment, but be wary 
when buying second-hand kit, especially on-line. It is worth enquiring at the club to see if any 
members have second-hand kit for sale; this is often as a result of members upgrading their 
equipment and you may get an opportunity to try it before you buy.

Don’t be tempted to buy the heaviest bow you can find, thinking that you’ll be able to shoot further,
as doing so will, in all probability, result in injury. This is especially important for junior archers 
whose bodies are still developing.

Most archers will start shooting recurve target archery, so the remainder of this section assumes 
that the reader will also follow this route.

When first starting out in recurve archery, probably the most important investment is the riser, as 
this is the item that you will probably keep the longest, because as you progress and improve you 
will eventually want to increase your bow weight and upgrade your accessories.

You should also purchase a good set of aluminium arrows to start, and they should be longer than 
you actually need, to allow for the increase in your draw length as you improve your technique. 
This is particularly important for growing juniors.
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For your first recurve bow and kit you should include the following items on your shopping list:

 a riser *
 a set of limbs
 a bowstring
 a bow stringer
 an arrow rest *
 a pressure button / plunger
 a sight *
 a longrod stabiliser
 an armguard / bracer
 a finger tab or shooting glove *
 a bow or finger sling
 a set of arrows (at least 6, preferably 8 so you have some spares) 
 a quiver *

Note: The items on the list above, which are marked with an * are either left or right handed, although many 
sights and arrow rests are ambidextrous.

You should also consider buying; 
 a bow stand to keep your bow off the floor when in use 
 a kit bag to keep it all in

Some other bits and pieces you may also want to consider are; 
 some spare vanes and nocks (to match your arrows) 
 a scorebook
 a bracing gauge 
 a chest guard

There are, of course, many other items that you could and probably will want to purchase over 
time as you progress and improve. 
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11 Glossary of Archery Terms

Term Definition

A Anchor point The point to be touched by the draw hand or string when the bow is 
fully drawn and ready to shoot, usually a point on the archer's 
mouth, chin or nose

AMO The Archery Manufacturers and Merchants Organization (now 
known as the ATA)

Archery GB the governing body for archery in the UK (a.k.a. GNAS)

Archer One who practices Archery (a.k.a. bowman)

Archer’s Knot Knot tied between the two ends of a bowstring to prevent it un-
twisting

Archer's paradox The effect produced by an arrow flexing as it leaves the bow

Archery The practice of using a bow to shoot arrows

Armguard Plastic or Leather patch used to protect the bow arm from abrasions
by the bowstring when the arrow is loosed. (a.k.a. Bracer)

Arrow The main projectile in Archery

Arrowhead The front end of an arrow, also known as the head, point or tip

Arrow rest A device used to hold the arrow against the handle until it is 
released (a.k.a. Rest)

B Back The part of the bow facing away from the archer when held in the 
shooting position

Barebow A bow with no sight or stabiliser devices

Bare shaft An arrow without fletchings

Belly The part of the bow facing towards the archer when held in the 
shooting position

Boss A target, typically made from tightly compacted foam or straw, 
sometimes called a butt

Bouncer An arrow that hits the target and then bounces off

Bow An ancient weapon powered by elasticity used for hunting and sport

Bowman One who practices Archery (a.k.a. Archer)

Bow scale A device used to measure a bow’s draw weight

Bow square Device used to measure the bracing  height of the bow and  the 
position of the nocking point (a.k.a. bracing gauge)

Bowstring A fibre joining two ends of a bow for launching arrows

Bowyer One who makes bows (craftsman)

Brace The act of attaching a bow string to a bow
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Term Definition

Bracing gauge Device used to measure the bracing  height of the bow and  the 
position of the nocking point (a.k.a. bow square)

Brace Height The distance from the string to the pivot point of the bow's grip when
the bow is strung

Bracer Plastic or leather patch used to protect the bow arm from abrasions 
by the bowstring when the arrow is loosed. (a.k.a. Armguard)

Butts A practice field with mounds of earth used as targets

Button An adjustable spring-loaded contact for the arrow as it sits on the 
rest, mounted in a perpendicular direction to the arrow.

C Cam Eccentric pulley found on compound bows

Clicker A spring-loaded device that sounds an audible cue to indicate an 
archer's optimum draw length

Clout archery A form of archery in which archers shoot arrows toward a flag 
(known as "the Clout") from a relatively long distance with scoring 
based on how close each arrow lands to the flag

Cock feather A differently-coloured fletch that indicates proper arrow alignment on
the string (a.k.a. Index feather)

Composite bow A bow made from laminating various materials together

Compound bow A modern bow that uses a system of cables and pulleys

Crest Heraldic markings on an arrow used for identification or design

D Draw The act of pulling an arrow against a bow string in readiness for 
shooting

Draw length The length the bow is drawn to an archer’s anchor point

Draw weight The number of pounds of force required to draw a bow 

(The AMO draw weight is a standard measure for a bow’s draw at 
28 inches)

E End A round of arrows shot during an archery event, usually three or six

English longbow A powerful medieval bow

F Field archery Shooting at targets of unmarked distances in an open field

Field Captain Person in control of the archery field (a.k.a. Line Captain)

Finger Tab A flat piece of leather that is worn on the drawing hand to protect the
archer’s fingers (a.k.a. Tab)

FITA Fédération Internationale de Tir à l’Arc, - Archery's international 
governing body, (a.k.a. World Archery)

Flatbow A non-recurved bow with a rectangular cross section

Fletching The stabilising feathers of an arrow (each individual fin is a fletch) 
which help stabilise the arrow during flight. (a.k.a. Vanes)

Fletcher One who makes arrows (craftsman)

Flight archery A form of archery in which archers shoot for the longest distance
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Term Definition

G Gap Shooting Method of aiming that uses the distance between the arrow and the 
target as an elevation gauge

Glove Protective gear for an archer's fingers (a.k.a. Shooting glove)

GNAS Grand National Archery Society, the governing body for archery in 
the UK (a.k.a. Archery GB)

Group Used to describe a number of arrows that are close together on the 
target

H Hen feather  Name given to the shaft feathers 

I Index feather A differently-coloured fletch that indicates proper arrow alignment 
(a.k.a. Cock feather)

Inner Ring A ring printed on standard FITA targets inside the ten ring. It is used 
only for indoor compound scoring.

ILF International Limb Fitting – standardised fittings for Recurve bow 
limbs

K Kisser A button attached to the bowstring used to indicate consistent 
vertical distance when drawing a bow

L Laminated Bow A bow with different materials laminated together to make a single 
bow

Limb The upper and lower arms of a bow

Line Captain Person in control of shooting (a.k.a. Field Captain)

Line cutter An arrow that cuts the line between two colours on a target scores 
the higher value

Longbow A tall wooden bow with a ‘D’ shaped cross-section, traditionally 6 to 
7 feet in length, without significant recurve

Loose The act of shooting an arrow from a bow (a.k.a. Release)

Longrod Rod attached to the bow to dampen vibration

N Nock (n) The notch at the rear end of an arrow; also the notches at the ends 
of the bow limbs to which the bowstring is attached, or looped over

Nock (v) To set the arrow on the string

Nocking point The point on a bow string over which an arrow nock is placed

P Pile the Arrow point used in target archery

Pivot Point Position on the riser grip farthest from the string

Plunger/Pressure button A device used to correct an arrow's flex at the point of release

Point The front end of an arrow; also known as the arrowhead, head or tip

Q Quiver A case for holding arrows

R Recurve bow  A form of bow in which the unstrung tips curve away from the 
archer

Reflex bow A form of bow in which the entire length of the handle and arms 
curve away from the archer
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Term Definition

Release The act of firing an arrow from a bow (a.k.a. Loose)

Release Aid Mechanical device used by compound archers to hold and release 
the arrow

Rest A device used to hold the arrow against the handle until it is 
released (a.k.a. Arrow rest)

Riser The handle of the bow. 
The side facing the target is called the back. 
The side closest to the archer is called the belly

Round Formal number of arrows shot at one or more distances in 
competitions

S Serving Extra thread wound around a bow string in order to support or 
protect the main fibre

Shaft The main structural element of an arrow

Shaft feathers The two feathers which oppose the cock or index feather (a.k.a. Hen
feathers)

Shooting glove Protective glove for an archer's fingers

Shooting Line The line which archers stand along whilst shooting

Sight A mechanical device placed on the bow with which the archer can 
aim directly at the target.

Sight Mark The sight setting for a specific distance

Sight window The cut out portion of riser that enables an archer to see clearly

Sighters Arrows allowed at the start of a shoot to enable sight adjustments

Spine The stiffness of an arrow shaft

Stabiliser A weighted rod or set of rods used to provide balance to a bow

Stacking Rapid increase in the draw weight of the bow

Stave A strip of wood from which a bow may be made

String Keeper Device use to prevent a bow string from untwisting when not on the 
bow. see also Archers Knot

String Walking Method used by bare bow archers where the fingers are moved up 
or down string depending on the distance to the target

Stringer Device used to string the bow

T Tab A small leather patch to protect the archer's fingers (a.k.a. Finger 
tab)

Target archery Shooting at non-moving targets placed varying distances away

Target face Coloured target with scoring areas, fixed to a the front of a boss

Target point Bullet-shaped practice head for targets

Target shooting Competitive event that uses projectile weapons for tests of 
proficiency
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Term Definition

Take Down A type of bow which has removable limbs

Tiller The difference in the distance between the upper limb to the string 
and lower limb to the string.

Tip Either end of the bow limbs, as differentiated from the point of an 
arrow

Toxophilite A student of Archery 

Tuning Adjustments made to the bow to improve accuracy

V Vanes The stabilising fins of an arrow (a.k.a. Fletching)

W Waiting Line A line behind the shooting line (usually 5m) where archers wait to 
shoot and retire behind after shooting an end

Windage Horizontal adjustment of the sight to compensate for cross winds

World Archery International governing body, (a.k.a. FITA).
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12 Additional Materials and Useful Links

Some Useful Websites:

World Archery (WA formerly FITA):  http://www.worldarchery.org
Archery GB (a.k.a. GNAS):  http://www.archerygb.org
Northern Counties Archery Society (NCAS):  http://www.ncas.co.uk
Lancashire Archery Association (LAA): http://www.lancashire-archery.org.uk

Longbow Archers (The reference site for the longbow): http://www.longbow-archers.com

Reading Materials:

The Archery GB Shooting Administration Procedures and the Rules of Shooting available to 
download from the Archery GB website along with many other papers.

Reference Guide for Recurve Archers by Murray Elliot, the latest edition of this document is 
available on the internet at: http://www.archersreference.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk
This guide is a 68 page guide covering everything from equipment, technique and tuning to 
problem solving. It was written for recurve archers, but it also covers the fundamentals of good 
archery, and includes a comprehensive list of reference material for further reading.

The Nuts&Bolts of Archery: A Guide To Tuning and Shooting Compound Bows available on 
the internet at: http://www.archeryhistory.com/archerytalk/The_Nuts&Bolts_of_Archery.pdf
This 159 page guide is for compound archers and includes detailed instructions on bow set up and
shooting. It contains information on gripping the bow, sights, arrow selection and cable tuning. 
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